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lines we should require to explain first why the germ-plasm
remains similar. Further, MacBride, while admitting that
the doctrine of germinal segregation is true in the case of many
small animals with short lives, states that in the vertebrata the
germ-cells, after appearing very early in the embryo, subse-
quently degenerate and are absorbed before the animal grows
up. Those germ-cells which actually form the star ting-point
of offspring are developed later. Weismann's theory, even if
substantially true, does not explain heredity. Biology, how-
ever, is much indebted to him for the conception of the heredi-
tary relation "not as between the bodies of parent anci off-
spring, but between the parental and the filial germ-cells." *
We are, perhaps, on safer ground when we examine Mendel's
famous law, which throws some light on the conservative
tendency in heredity. In 1865 Gregor Johann Mendel, an
Austro-Silesian monk, communicated a paper to the Natural
History Society of Briinn, which remained practically un-
known until 1900, when other investigators independently
reached similar results. Mendel's experiment consisted of
crossing giant peas with dwarf peas, and in examining the
progeny for several generations. These peas arc habitually
self-fertilized, a fact which very much simplifies? the condi-
tions. Now the peas of the first hybrid generation were all tall :
tallness, therefore, was termed the 'dominant' character-
istic, dwarfness being called 'recessive.' When the tails or
dominants of this hybrid generation were left to self-fertilize
they produced, in the next generation, tails and dwarfs in the
proportion of three to one. The dwarfs of this generation
were allowed to self-fertilize: all their offspring of the next
and all subsequent generations were dwarfs. Thus the dwarfs
of the second hybrid generation were pure recess! vcs. The
tails of the second generation were also allowed to self-fertilise,
and their offspring were of two kinds. One-third of them
turned out to be pure dominants, producing subsequently
nothing but tails: the other two-thirds, since they produced
tails and dwarfs in the proportion of three to one, were impure
dominants like the whole of the first hybrid generation. Thus
1 Thomson and Gcddc*, Evolution* p. 138.

